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Preface
This document lists issues fixed in the release and issues that were known at the time of the release
(with a workaround if one exists). This document may be updated. The most current version can be
found on the RSA Archer Community on RSA Link.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc

The audience for this document is the RSA Archer administrator.

For information on installing RSA Archer, see the RSA Archer Installation and Upgrade Guide.

For information on what's new in RSA Archer, see the RSA Archer What's New Guide.

RSA Archer Documentation
You can access RSA Archer documentation on the Archer Customer/Partner Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

Document Description

Release Notes A list of issues fixed in the release and a list of issues known at the time of the
release. Available in PDF format.

What's New
Guide

Overview of the new and updated features in the current release. Overview of the
differences between RSA Archer version 5.x and version 6.x. Suggestions on
planning for moving from 5.x to 6.x are included. This information is available in
the RSA Archer Online Documentation and in PDF format.

Installation
and Upgrade
Guide

Instructions for installing the latest RSA Archer release, and upgrading from 5.x
and 6.x to the latest release. Available in PDF format.

Preface 5
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Document Description

Online
Documentation

Information for using RSA Archer including how to set up and maintain the
Platform, how to use the Platform features, how to use the RESTful and Web
APIs, security configuration information, and how to install and use the solution
use cases. Available from within the product in HTML5 format using context-
sensitive links, as well as in a Zip format for local installation. The Online
Documentation is also available in full on the RSA Archer Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-
customer-partner-community. Content from the Online Documentation system is
also available in PDF format, divided in to the following guides:

l Administrator's Guide

l User's Guide

l RESTful API Guide

l Web API Guide

l Security Configuration Guide

l Use Case Guides (one guide for each of the available solution use cases)

Archer Control
Panel (ACP)
Help

Information for using the RSA Archer Control Panel module to manage the
internal settings of the Platform, such as license keys, global paths and settings.
Available from within the ACP module, in a ZIP format for local installation, and
in PDF format.

Support and Service

Customer Support Information https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-support

Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com

Other Resources

Resource Description

RSA Archer
Community
on
RSA Link

Our public forum, on the RSA Link Community platform, brings together customers,
prospects, consultants, RSA Archer thought leaders, partners and analysts to talk
about GRC as a practice, and includes product demos, GRC videos, white papers,
blogs and more.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc
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Resource Description

RSA Archer
Customer /
Partner
Community
on
RSA Link

Our private community, is a powerful governance, risk and compliance online
network that promotes collaboration among RSA Archer customers, partners,
industry analysts, and product experts. Engaging with the RSA Archer Community
on RSA Link enables you to collaborate to solve problems, build best practices,
establish peer connections and engage with RSA Archer thought leaders.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

RSA Ready RSA's Technology Partner Program is where third parties gain access to RSA
Software in order to develop an interoperability and have it documented and
certified. RSA Ready certifications are posted to an online community and
supported by RSA Support.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA
Exchange
for
RSA Archer

The RSA Exchange for RSA Archer offerings help you rapidly deploy adjacent or
supporting risk business processes, quickly integrate new risk data sources, and
implement administrative utilities to make the most out of their risk and compliance
investment.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/exchange
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Release 6.2 Patch 9
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 9 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 9

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 9

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 9
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Data-Driven
Events

ARCHER-
46259

After choosing an action to modify, selecting another one
incorrectly displays the first action.

Database,
Licensing

ARCHER-
45697

After the upgrade process is complete, deprecated objects,
such as workspaces and solutions, are missing in the RSA
Archer user interface.

Globalization and
Localization,
Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
46779

When a user upgrades RSA Archer in which a language
other than English was the default language and then
attempts to display the Master Report Listing, an error
occurs.

Workflow (AWF) ARCHER-
45734

Performance and functionality improvements were made to
Advanced Workflow.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 9
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

Access Control,
Management and
System Reports

ARCHER-
42975

Links in Access Control reports do not function.

Release 6.2 Patch 9 8
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Component Issue Description

Application Builder,
Data-Drvien Events

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application copy process to
generate an error and prevents the copying of DDE rules.

Charts and Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select
charts saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and
Display Zero Values display options enabled.

Data Publications ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the
second-level application ID. The second-level application ID
incorrectly uses the main application ID.

Discussion Forums ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in
the Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-style
discussion forum, an error occurs.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
42289

The object Application Builder in the Administration menu
incorrectly appears in English instead of Spanish.

Globalization and
Localization, Search
and Search Results

ARCHER-
41967

For non-English locales, the Search button label in Advanced
Search displays only part of the translated word for Search.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
43065

After export, records incorrectly appear with updated Archer
font attributes for text areas instead of the attributes defined
in mail merge template.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between
Dashboards and Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press
the Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Offline Access ARCHER-
42781

When upgrading from 5.x, tblExpandedGroupHierarchy is
missing the primary key column expanded_group_hierarchy_
id. This causes a failure during the Offline Access sync.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications
that are not directly included in the package.

Print and Export ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Release 6.2 Patch 9 9
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Component Issue Description

Record Browser ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log
file.

Record Browser ARCHER-
42286

Record Browser for a leveled application does not display By
Level filters.

User Admin and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the check-box column is
sorted by default in descending order instead of sorting by the
name column in ascending order.

User Admin and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account
uses (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of
the time set in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Interface ARCHER-
29581

The RSA Archer Platform version number is not visible on
tablets.

User Interface ARCHER-
44160

For user profiles, values entered in the Address and Account
Notes Text Area fields do not save when the control is still
part of the text area field during the save.

Workaround:

After entering values in the text area field, click elsewhere on
the page to move the control out of the field, and then click
Save.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor
in vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User
Profile page does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow
is not triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed From Operator rule does not function as
expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create/Read/Update/Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Release 6.2 Patch 9 10
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Component Issue Description

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to
ungroup folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar
disappears when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar
section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only
the keyboard.

Release 6.2 Patch 9 11
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Release 6.2 Patch 8
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 8 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 8

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 8

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 8
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
17252

Links from Actions to Rules are missing.

Application
Builder, Data-
Driven Events

ARCHER-
42067

Values Lists using Applied Conditional Layout are not
marked as required.

Application
Builder, Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
41739

Trailing spaces cause the COMBINESELECTIONS
recalculation field to return incorrect results.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
41278

Archer-to-Archer data feeds that point to a statistical report
fail if the report returns no records.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
42101

When a Mail Merge template contains multiple cross-
reference fields that use TableStart codes, only one field is
exported.

Packaging ARCHER-
41926

Opening failure messages after package generation causes
an unexpected error.

Packaging ARCHER-
42061

Package installation does not update the JOB status upon
completion.

Reports, Search
and Search Results

ARCHER-
41543

In Advanced Search, numeric fields in the Filter section
default to zero.

Scheduler ARCHER-
41734

In the Scheduler field on record pages, the Date Selector
displays dates only in U.S. format.

Release 6.2 Patch 8 12
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Component Issue Description

Scheduler, View
Mode (Record)

ARCHER-
42038

When users access the Timesheet Task application from the
Create an Audit Engagement Quicklink in the Audit
Management Workspace, they cannot switch between View
and Edit Modes.

User Interface ARCHER-
40404

Clicking the Help button on the Conflict Resolution Screen
displays the incorrect Online Documentation topic.

Workflow ARCHER-
36242

An unnecessary warning message generates on a record
page in Edit mode with Workflow enabled.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
36793

Clicking a mail-to quick link causes Internet Explorer 11 to
freeze.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 8
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

Access Control,
Management and
System Reports

ARCHER-
42975

Links in Access Control reports do not function.

Application
Builder, Data-
Drvien Events

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application copy process to
generate an error and prevents the copying of DDE rules.

Charts and
Graphs; Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display
Zero Values display options enabled.

Data Publications ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the
second-level application ID. The second-level application ID
incorrectly uses the main application ID.

Release 6.2 Patch 8 13
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Component Issue Description

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-style
discussion forum, an error occurs.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
42289

The object Application Builder in the Administration menu
incorrectly appears in English instead of Spanish.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
43065

After export, records incorrectly appear with updated Archer
font attributes for text areas instead of the attributes defined in
mail merge template.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards
and Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Offline Access ARCHER-
42781

When upgrading from 5.x, tblExpandedGroupHierarchy is
missing the primary key column expanded_group_hierarchy_id.
This causes a failure during the Offline Access sync.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications
that are not directly included in the package.

Print and Export ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Record Browser ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Record Browser ARCHER-
42286

Record Browser for a leveled application does not display By
Level filters.

User Admin and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the check-box column is
sorted by default in descending order instead of sorting by the
name column in ascending order.

User Admin and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time
set in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

Release 6.2 Patch 8 14
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Component Issue Description

User Interface ARCHER-
29581

The RSA Archer Platform version number is not visible on
tablets.

User Interface ARCHER-
44160

For user profiles, values entered in the Address and Account
Notes Text Area fields do not save when the control is still part
of the text area field during the save.

Workaround:

After entering values in the text area field, click elsewhere on
the page to move the control out of the field, and then click
Save.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile
page does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is
not triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed From Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create/Read/Update/Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to
ungroup folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar
disappears when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar
section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 7
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 7 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 7

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 7

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 7
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
41905

Users do not receive a manual login password reset email
for the default instance when SSO is enabled.

Access Control,
Record
Reassignment

ARCHER-
29138

Users are unable to reassign record content to another user
from a questionnaire.

ACP ARCHER-
41649

When users add a new instance in the Archer Control Panel,
the log does not show job migrator start and end times in the
correct format, nor does it show a success message for
Executing Archer Installer Migration Datasource
Configuration Migrator.

API (Web. Rest.
other)

ARCHER-
37662

Rest API calls using OData do not duplicate GUID
properties. An ambiguous match is found in the
/system/valueslist/id API call.

Calc Engine ARCHER-
26275

When importing parallel records against the same
application, saved content might not reflect the expected
recalculation order.

Calc Engine,
Questionnaires

ARCHER-
41400

Core calculated system fields are in error when a user
copies a questionnaire.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
39946

Applied Conditional Layout does not display sections with
visible layout items.

Data Feeds,
HTML Sanitizer

ARCHER-
41949

Text fields copied by the Archer Web Services data feed
transporter (Archer-to-Archer) incorrectly contain HTML
tags.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
40815

In the Advanced Search Filters window, Values List values
incorrectly display in English instead of Japanese.

Release 6.2 Patch 7 16
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Component Issue Description

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
41952

Changing locale to a different language does not change the
language in the "Type" column in the Master Report Listing
page. The original language still displays.

LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
41122

The user filter is being applied to groups as well as
individual users.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
39050

Mail Merge displays the default font instead of the font and
size the customer specified in the Word template.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
38417

Quick Links pointing to the Master Report Listing page do
not redirect correctly.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
41776

Master Report Page showed "No Records to display" for
more than 5 seconds before displaying the loading animation.

Notifications ARCHER-
42152

On Demand notifications do not preserve attachments after
users click OK on the Selected Attachments window.

Print and Export ARCHER-
41995

Users cannot export a sub-form.

Print and Export ARCHER-
42053

Users cannot export a record when display fields for the
cross-reference field are set to Inactive.

Record Browser ARCHER-
40345

When performing an export of the "Show All" view in any
application, the columns are not exported in the correct
order.

Record Page ARCHER-
24828

Cross-reference in the History Log shows the tracking ID
instead of record key in the Page Layout View.

Record Page ARCHER-
24979

For Task Management, the reference field search results are
not attached to the cross-reference field display.

Record Page ARCHER-
40041

Adding a relationship to a record does not return the user to
the field where the relationship was added.

Record Page ARCHER-
41331

ValuesList values containing long text with both hypens and
underscores do not wrap correctly without compromising on
UI Layout.
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Component Issue Description

Record Page ARCHER-
42082

Tooltips for items with hidden field labels generate an error.

Reports ARCHER-
41816

The DDE summary report does not open when no Filters are
associated with the report.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
38910

The Date checkbox under Display Options/Headings was
selected in the 6.x version after upgrade from 5.x even
though it was not selected in 5.x.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
40992

The cross-reference record lookup does not always function
properly for multiple filtering conditions.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
41119

Reports do not preserve their configured sorting fields. Users
are unable to reselect them.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
42001

Selecting "Search Application" under Quick Links in the
Workspace drop-down menu generates an error.

Workflow ARCHER-
36762

The validation message key and text were not defined in the
web string resource.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
42084

Navigation Menu items disable Workspaces and the Show
All button after upgrading to version 6.2.x.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 7
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
17252

Links from Actions to Rules are missing from early 6.x code.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Release 6.2 Patch 7 18
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Component Issue Description

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle
discussion forum, an error occurs.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set
in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Interface ARCHER-
29581

The RSA Archer Platform version number is not visible on tablets.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile
page does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.
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Component Issue Description

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed From Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create/Read/Update/Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 6 Hotfix 1
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 6 Hotfix 1 rolls-back a licensing change introduced by ARCHER-
40239 in release 6.2 Patch 5. The change hid unlicensed deprecated solutions, workspaces, and
dashboards. The implementation was not consistent and caused confusion regarding which objects
should display based on the license key. The formal fix for this issue will be delivered in a future
RSA Archer release.
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Release 6.2 Patch 6
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 6 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 6

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 6

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 6
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

API, Rest API
Suite

ARCHER-
31461

Files that are over 93 megabytes cannot be downloaded or
uploaded through the REST API.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
32897

In Grid view, cross-reference fields do not display tooltip text.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
41392,
ARCHCE-
3630

On the Layout tab, when the name of a field is modified and
saved, the field name does not change.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
41239

In Convoy data feeds, some items are removed from the job
queue before completion, which results in an unexpected error.

Data Import ARCHER-
39331

Using the Microsoft Silverlight version of data imports, after
updating existing records in the and the cross-reference field in
the sub-form, mapping the fields, and executing the data import,
the cross-reference does not work.

Database ARCHER-
40807

The database contains untrusted foreign keys.

Global Search ARCHER-
40852,
ARCHER-
37741

Global search results are not sorted by the most keyword
matches to record name and content.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
37590

Japanese and Chinese characters are not correctly displayed in
CSV and PDF formats.

Inline Edit, Record
Page

ARCHER-
39843

Using Inline Edit to make multiple changes to values in a cross-
reference values lists causes rendering issues.
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Component Issue Description

Install ARCHER-
41270

When HTTPS binding is selected during the installation,
Advanced Workflow does not correctly install.

Install/upgrade,
Workflow

ARCHER-
41241

The installer does not prompt the user to remove existing port
bindings for the Advanced Workflow certificate.

Logging,
Workflow

ARCHER-
28842

Advanced Workflow log files do not format the TimeCreated
SystemTime value correctly. Version information is missing
from the log files.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
40339

For Mail Merge templates the include Conditional Logic with a
dynamic table, mail merge code is returned instead of values.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
41077

In the Master Report listing, after clicking Add New and
attempting to filter by a specific application, the search results
display results for all applications.

Navigate Away ARCHER-
35369

After using Inline Edit for cross-reference text area fields, the
Navigate Away message appears erroneously.

Print and Export ARCHER-
38916

In PDF exports, words are incorrectly truncated.

Print and Export,
Security

ARCHER-
34966

The History Log link exported in a PDF has improper URL
construction, which does open the intended record.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
24883,

ARCHCE-
4195

After saving question settings, the Format Style option for
individual question fields is not displayed.

Questionnaires,
Workflow

ARCHER-
36074

The Questionnaire Campaign generates records for contents
that failed validation. The Questionnaire Campaign Detail
report displays incorrect information in the Questionnaire
Created column.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
36894

Failed manual campaigns remain in the In Progress state.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
25016,

ARCHCE-
4194

When the Question Format Style Override option for
questionnaires is set to None, the Question Name Display
option does not function as expected.
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Component Issue Description

Queuing Service ARCHER-
40677

If content is repeatedly updated while the content is queued for
a full index rebuild, the content is duplicated in the queue.

Record Browser ARCHER-
38335

The green arrow that indicates that there is more data on the
right side of the screen is positioned incorrectly.

Record Browser ARCHER-
35592

When users click the Search button during the loading of
records, the Record Browser fails to load or navigates away.

Record Browser,
Record Page

ARCHER-
34261

Related cross-reference fields do not display until the user
saves them to the record a second time.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41342

Filter By items that show active and inactive values are sorted
in order of creation, not in order of selection.

Record Page ARCHER-
34731

The required asterisk symbol does not display for fields
designated as required through a data-driven event (DDE).

Record Page ARCHER-
37493

For application fields with the Advanced Field Display option
enabled, the Help icon, Mouse Over Help text, and Mandatory
Field Indicator features are not visible.

Record Page ARCHER-
40972

After working with text fields, the mouse cursor does not return
from an I-beam to a pointer.

Record Page ARCHER-
36789

Sorting records by Display Fields on a cross-reference or sub-
form field in edit or view mode causes the display to move to
the top of the record.

Record Page ARCHER-
40390

After changing a cross-reference field linked to a Multi-
Reference Display Control (MRDC) field, you must click Look
Up twice before the Look Up function opens.

Record Page ARCHER-
40279

When a user returns from viewing access history or the history
log to a record in view mode, selecting any link displays the
Unsaved Changes prompt even though nothing has changed.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
38911

Some sorting options do not display in the Sorting section.

System Reports ARCHER-
39370

When a solution is unlicensed, the Solution Diagram Report
displays an error.
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Component Issue Description

Task-driven
landing screen, UI,
Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
32898

When a dashboard used on the Home page is deleted, the Edit
button disappears from the Home page.

User Profile ARCHER-
37253

From the User menu, when sysadmin users change their default
Home page to a dashboard, the Home page reverts to the task-
driven landing screen.

View Mode
(Record)

ARCHER-
35414

In the Open Tasks/Activities section, the Attachments field
does not show the attachments from the associated task.

Workflow ARCHER-
40562

During the configuration of a permission rule, when the User
section is expanded, the User Action node does not display the
list of users.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
41155

In dashboards, the iView options menu does not display
correctly.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
31450

Users without Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights for
workspaces can edit global dashboards, causing the Dashboards
to disappear from list.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 6
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
30890

When a change is made to a Layout, the Last Updated date/time
stamp does not reflect the update.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
34857

When editing a record, the Values List Type field description does
not appear.
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Component Issue Description

Application
Builder, Nav
Menu

ARCHER-
29726

In Application Builder, when you attempt to add fields to a
Navigation Menu Filter By link, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do the following:

1. Go to Application Builder > Manage Applications > Business
Processes > Navigation Menu.

2. Deselect By Regulatory Classifications, and click Apply.

3. Remove Regulatory Classifications from the layout.

4. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

5. Add several fields, and click Apply.

6. Add Regulatory Classifications to the layout.

7. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

8. Add the appropriate fields.

9. Click Save.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31646

Standard STIGs cannot be used in data feeds.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Convert the XML format into CSV format and configure the
CSV feed.

l Use a suitable XSLT in data feed configuration to transform the
XML format.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31425

Data feeds sporadically fail due to the following error:

The process cannot access the file.

Data Import ARCHER-
24804

There is no log for the user who last modified a data feed
containing a values list.

Data Import ARCHER-
31813

Screen resolution is inconsistent in the Data Import wizard.
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Component Issue Description

Data Import ARCHER-
32347

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, application fields
do not appear for mapping.

Data Import ARCHER-
32348

After returning to step 1 in the Data Import wizard, the selection for
import type on step 2 is not saved.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle
discussion forum, an error occurs.

Documentation ARCHER-
41619

Russian is incorrectly listed as a supported language for RSA
Archer 6.2. Russian is not support for versions 6.2 and later.

Documentation ARCHER-
39671

The Release Notes section of the RSA Archer Business Continuity
and Disaster Recovery 6.2 Use Case Guide incorrectly states that a
previously deprecated workspace was updated.

Workaround:

See the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38730

In "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feed" in the Online
Documentation, Step 6: Define Data Tokens contains incorrect
information.

Workaround:

See "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feeds" in the
Documentation Errata or on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38732

On RSA Link, the link to the "Tour of the UI" video does not work.

Workaround:

See the updated "Tour of New Features" page on RSA Link.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24861

Non-ASCII characters are not supported in formulas.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
9883

When creating a new solution, application, or questionnaire in non-
Westernized localized environments, the Description field contains
HTML tags.
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Component Issue Description

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
36068

The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use
Case Guide includes an incorrect title.

Workaround:

View and download the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Mobile
Applications,
Documentation

ARCHER-
37748

The Business Continuity application does not have documentation
for supported operations systems and SSO.

Workaround:

See Mobile Applications Upgrade in the Documentation Errata.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users can select the same aggregate in the
same field, but the system does not allow this action. A system hint
message that the same option is already selected does not appear.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31222

In Question Text fields, long words are not truncated, which forces
you to scroll right to view the text.
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Component Issue Description

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41119

Reports cannot be sorted by more than one level. Search results are
not formatted with the configured sort values.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard
to complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear
by hovering the mouse over the field name.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML
characters do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or single quotation
mark. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

Task-driven
landing screen

ARCHER-
37745

After login, the Create Dashboard page displays instead of the task-
driven landing screen.

Workaround:

1. Go to the Manage Users page.

2. Select the user.

3. Select the task-driven landing screen.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.
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Component Issue Description

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set
in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile page
does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
40682

When an application or questionnaire is copied, the associated
workflow is not copied and applied. The Advanced Workflow must
be re-created from scratch.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create/Read/Update/Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.
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Component Issue Description

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 5
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 5 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 5

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 5

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 5
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
38817

In single sign-on (SSO) environments, when the Force Change
Password option is selected, users who are prompted to change
their passwords cannot log in.

Application
Builder, Record
Page

ARCHER-
25009

ARCHCE-
2616

In View and Edit modes, the help text tool tip does not display in
grid fields or sections.

Application
Builder, Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41058

In a cross-referenced record, when you add a new record to the
original application, an error message stating that the record has
not been saved appears.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
41056

In the following modules, colons are replaced by hyphens:

l Degrees and Certifications application

l Breach Tasks application

l SOC: Actor, Tactics & Techniques sub-form

l SOC: Target Details sub-form

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
27897

When a sub-form or application is copied, the alias is duplicated
in the copy.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
41103

The Record Browser page displays the Add New and Data
Import options for archived modules.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
27898

New application, sub-form, and questionnaire names are not
checked against existing names to ensure that each name is
unique.
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Component Issue Description

Application
Builder, Record
Page, View Mode
(Record)

ARCHER-
35487

In matrix fields, the Default Selection option does not work.

Application
Builder, Record
Page, View Mode
(Record)

ARCHER-
35488

In matrix fields, the Other option does not work.

Content Save and
Delete

ARCHER-
32392

If a record is edited and saved without completing required
fields, the unsaved changes warning does not appear.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
25223

The Archer Web Services Transporter data feed fails to update
key fields that contain an ampersand (&) in the first run. Instead,
the data feed creates a new record.

Data Publications ARCHER-
40049

The Data Publication Service does not update the Last_updated_
username field to the correct user.

Formula Builder ARCHER-
25507

Values from the Available Fields list cannot be added to
Formula Builder.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
37531

When the locale is set to German (Germany), users cannot edit
an existing Web Site field.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
40146

In the Record Browser, using the German locale, the first letter
of the each weekday displays incorrectly.

Help System ARCHER-
41035

The Online Documentation Quick Links might fail to load on the
main help page.

Help System ARCHER-
40619

The Online Documentation Quick Links might fail to load on the
main help page.

HTML Sanitizer ARCHER-
37518

The Statistical Legend does not correctly display special
characters.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
36812

In the SaaS version of the RSA Archer 6.2 installer, some jobs
are not migrated and errors are not displayed.

LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
40742

Sometimes a moved user account fails to synchronize with RSA
Archer. The Archer administrator must clear all domain names
by manually running a database script and re-running the sync.
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Component Issue Description

Logging,
Workflow

ARCHER-
28842

Advanced Workflow log files do not format the TimeCreated
SystemTime value correctly. Version information is missing
from the log files.

Navigation ARCHER-
40744

When you click between the applications in the Administration
menu, you are redirected to the home page.

Notifications ARCHER-
40518

The Manage Notification pages contain incorrect and incomplete
German translations.

Notifications ARCHER-
40732

When there is no letterhead selected for an admin notification,
an error occurs.

Notifications ARCHER-
40157

When the One email option is used, the notifications on the task-
driven landing page for Task Management are based on email
address instead of the user name.

Print and Export,
Record Page

ARCHER-
37559

Some database scripts with non-English characters are
incorrectly run during install.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
40359

In a cross-reference question field configured for grid layout,
when you add comments to the question in a record and attempt
to open the comments, an unexpected error occurs.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
24914
ARCHCE-
3816

The Date Field default Specific Date configuration is not
retained after upgrading to RSA Archer 6.2 Patch 3.

Record Browser ARCHER-
31189

All field names display as bold.

Record Browser ARCHER-
35041

Changes made on the Navigation Menu Item Configuration page
are not reflected in the Record Browser when filtering by that
item.

Record Browser ARCHER-
38903

In the Record Browser, First Published and Last Updated times
do not display.

Record Browser ARCHER-
25034

ARCHCE-
3847

The Record Browser for leveled-applications does not display
the correct number of records at each level.
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Component Issue Description

Record Browser ARCHER-
31135

In the Record Browser, when using Internet Explorer or Mozilla
Firefox, the Filter By menu items display artifacts.

Record Page ARCHER-
38364

When the user saves a record, the Unsaved Changes message
does not display event if the save failed.

Record Page ARCHER-
25045
ARCHCE-
2565

After saving a record, updates to the External Links field
sometimes are not saved.

Record Page ARCHER-
40680

Direct links to Training and Awareness events open the
dashboard instead of the event.

Record Page ARCHER-
40579

Encrypted document files (.docx) cannot be uploaded.

Record Page ARCHER-
41107

The File Upload dialog box does not display an error stating that
the attachment exceeded the size limit. The error instead states
that the extension is invalid.

Record Page ARCHER-
41116

You cannot select more than one cross-reference in an MRDC
field.

Record Page ARCHER-
41115

During and after saving the record, unassociated rows are not
retained.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40141

The tool tip for the keyword search does not accurately describe
the field.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
33156

Searches of a cross-reference field with an ampersand (&) in
the filter display criteria incorrectly.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38024

After changing the value in the Field to Evaluate field, the value
of a cross-reference field is not cleared.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37700

Application display options are not retained in Advanced Search.

Search and
Search Results,
Record Page

ARCHER-
38993

The filters work correctly until the user saves or applies changes
to the record. After saving or applying changes, a different set of
results is offered in the lookup window.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
34590

Filter Control does not work correctly for CAST status field; the
values for selection are not populated.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31347

Drill-down in a statistical report does not work correctly when a
stats group end with a left bracket (]).

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as
expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
33037

Question library lookup on the Manage Questionnaires page
does not function as expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40988

The Advanced Search page does not load.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40845

You cannot filter by a numeric range field.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
32361

Searching on a module with multiple sub-form fields that contain
records causes an error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37505

When the record permission type is Automatic, users and groups
are not displayed in the value lookup window.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41057

When filtering on a questionnaire, application, cross-reference
field, or related record field, the No Selection option does not
display.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37236

In Advanced Search, when using Internet Explorer 11, the
keyword search text field is unavailable.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31881

The sub-form filter does not work correctly when an application
contains two sub-form fields that link to same sub-form.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
30996

In Internet Explorer 11, you can dispose of events that were
already removed in another part of the system.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
35079

On the Advanced Search page, filtering for a sub-form cross-
reference field causes an error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40398

In Quick Link search, keyboard search input intermittently does
not work.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40577

Updating a sub-form field in a filter within a report causes
errors.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
39324

On the Advanced Search page, searches for history log fields
cause an error.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40340

The key icon next to the key field for o the selected fields
section does not appear.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
34729

In the Portugal and Germany locales, an unexpected error occurs
when searching.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
24952
ARCHCE-
2427

In search results, the CAST Field filter does not function as
expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38013

When advanced operator logic is added, the relationship
condition changes to Custom.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40397

On the Advanced Search page, the scroll bar does not function
correctly.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37234

When expanding sections on the Advanced Search page, the
scroll bar returns to the top of the page.

Security ARCHER-
25023

Values formatted differently from the expected LogRefId
parameter results in logged exceptions with a generic message.

User Profile ARCHER-
40649

On the User Profile page, you cannot save changes to the Phone
Number field.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 5
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
30890

When a change is made to a Layout, the Last Updated date/time
stamp does not reflect the update.
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Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
34857

When editing a record, the Values List Type field description does
not appear.

Application
Builder, Nav
Menu

ARCHER-
29726

In Application Builder, when you attempt to add fields to a
Navigation Menu Filter By link, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do the following:

1. Go to Application Builder > Manage Applications > Business
Processes > Navigation Menu.

2. Deselect By Regulatory Classifications, and click Apply.

3. Remove Regulatory Classifications from the layout.

4. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

5. Add several fields, and click Apply.

6. Add Regulatory Classifications to the layout.

7. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

8. Add the appropriate fields.

9. Click Save.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
35304

When you copy a record in an Advanced Workflow-configured
application that has Advanced Workflow system fields on the
layout, an error occurs when attempting to save. A UI exception
occurs when this action is attempted.

Workaround:

Do one of the following based on your role:

l System Administrators: Move the Advanced Workflow system
fields (Workflow Current Node, Workflow Job Status, Workflow
Process Version) off of the layout.

l Users: Change the value of the Workflow Job Status field to No
Selection before saving.
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Component Issue Description

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31646

Standard STIGs cannot be used in data feeds.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Convert the XML format into CSV format and configure the
CSV feed.

l Use a suitable XSLT in data feed configuration to transform the
XML format.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31425

Data feeds sporadically fail due to the following error:

The process cannot access the file.

Data Import ARCHER-
24804

There is no log for the user who last modified a data feed containing
a values list.

Data Import ARCHER-
31813

Screen resolution is inconsistent in the Data Import wizard.

Data Import ARCHER-
32347

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, application fields
do not appear for mapping.

Data Import ARCHER-
32348

After returning to step 1 in the Data Import wizard, the selection for
import type on step 2 is not saved.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle discussion
forum, an error occurs.

Documentation ARCHER-
41619

Russian is incorrectly listed as a supported language for RSA
Archer 6.2. Russian is not support for versions 6.2 and later.

Documentation ARCHER-
39671

The Release Notes section of the RSA Archer Business Continuity
and Disaster Recovery 6.2 Use Case Guide incorrectly states that a
previously deprecated workspace was updated.

Workaround:

See the updated use case guide on RSA Link.
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Component Issue Description

Documentation ARCHER-
38730

In "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feed" in the Online
Documentation, Step 6: Define Data Tokens contains incorrect
information.

Workaround:

See "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feeds" in the
Documentation Errata or on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38732

On RSA Link, the link to the "Tour of the UI" video does not work.

Workaround:

See the updated "Tour of New Features" page on RSA Link.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
25010

When a Text Field is configured as a Calculated field containing an
email address that is not delimited as the formula, calculations fail.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24861

Non-ASCII characters are not supported in formulas.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
9883

When creating a new solution, application, or questionnaire in non-
Westernized localized environments, the Description field contains
HTML tags.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
36068

The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use
Case Guide includes an incorrect title.

Workaround:

View and download the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.
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Component Issue Description

Mobile
Applications,
Documentation

ARCHER-
37748

The Business Continuity application does not have documentation
for supported operations systems and SSO.

Workaround:

See Mobile Applications Upgrade in the Documentation Errata.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users can select the same aggregate in the
same field, but the system does not allow this action. A system hint
message that the same option is already selected does not appear.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31222

In Question Text fields, long words are not truncated, which forces
you to scroll right to view the text.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41119

Reports cannot be sorted by more than one level. Search results are
not formatted with the configured sort values.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard
to complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear
by hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29248

When saving a search report in Mozilla Firefox, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML
characters do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or single quotation
mark. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

Task-driven
landing screen

ARCHER-
37745

After login, the Create Dashboard page displays instead of the task-
driven landing screen.

Workaround:

1. Go to the Manage Users page.

2. Select the user.

3. Select the task-driven landing screen.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.
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Component Issue Description

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set
in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile page
does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
40682

When an application or questionnaire is copied, the associated
workflow is not copied and applied. The Advanced Workflow must
be re-created from scratch.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 4
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 4 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 4

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 4

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 4
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
36086

The Delete Application Content job times out.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
39850

Application delete warning messages do not provide sufficient
information about the warnings.

Content Save and
Delete

ARCHER-
32860

If multiple cross-references to the same application are edited
on a tab that contains an MRDC field, cross-references can lose
data.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36956

If the URL uses an uppercase S in the word search instead of
lowercase, the URL for a Transporter data feed fails.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
38319

When a data feed fails due to an invalid report, the status
incorrectly displays that the data feed is complete.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36958

The Archer Web Services Transporter data feed incorrectly
sends the instance name when obtaining the report name.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
38045

An exception is generated if not all records have attachments.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36957

Data feed warning messages are truncated which causes the log
reference ID and some text to be excluded from the message.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
37844

Blank key field definition fields do not correctly update.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
32040

If an exported Archer Web Services Transporter data feed is set
to Transport Only, any data feed that was not run before the
export will fail.
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Component Issue Description

Data Import ARCHER-
31205

You cannot use HTML special characters in their data and
choose semicolon as the value delimiter.

Data Import ARCHER-
38343

In step two of the Data Import Wizard, if there is a horizontal
scroll bar present and there is a single field long with enough
content to exceed the field length, the data is partially hidden by
the field below it.

Data Publications ARCHER-
33755

Data Publication fails if an item with the same key exists in a
sub-form with two parents.

Database ARCHER-
29067

When attempting to open records or reports associated to certain
applications, timeout occurs.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
38372

The Discussion Forum Attachment option is not present in the
Discussion Forum dialog box.

Documentation ARCHER-
40745

The RSA Archer 6.3 Patch 3 Release Notes did not list a fixed
issue, ARCHER-30526: When uploading a file attachment,
multiple ASP.NET errors occur in the Windows Event Log. The
issue was originally fixed in RSA Archer 5.5 SP4 P5 and
merged into RSA Archer 6.2 P3.

Formula Builder ARCHER-
36926

Errors occur in numeric calculations for locales that do not
format decimals with a period.

Formula Builder ARCHER-
38081

Internal user group permission processing is missing the
parameter validation check.

Formula Builder ARCHER-
36585

Formula builder does not allow inverted question marks (¿) and
commas in field references.

Formula Builder,
Data Feeds

ARCHER-
36442

NoValue() returns a constant string value that is handled in the
Content Formula Builder to return a null(Empty) value.

Global Search ARCHER-
37417

Global Search does not display results from all applicable
applications.

Global Search ARCHER-
36953

Global Search displays results for applications with Global
Search disabled.

Global Search ARCHER-
38232

Global Search incorrectly displays attachment fields in the
results.
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Component Issue Description

Global Search ARCHER-
35455

Global search does not correctly present ID fields in the results.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
39583

Displaying a report from an iView in the German locale causes
an error.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
37600

Creating a statistics report using the German language fails.

Licensing ARCHER-
37398

After upgrading from RSA Archer 6.1 to RSA Archer 6.2 Patch
1, some GUIDs become unlicensed causing a package install
failure.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
39686

When exporting mail merge templates to some non-US locales,
date values do not format correctly.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
33076

In the Mail Merge Template, date values are incorrectly
formatted.

Note: Use the format based on the country/locale (12- or 24-
hour format).

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
38341

The Master Report Listing page takes longer than expected to
load.

Navigation Menu,
Workspace
Display,
Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
39572

When a user clicks an invalid quick reference link in the Quick
Reference tab, an error incorrectly does not occur .

Navigate Away ARCHER-
39569

After clicking the close button, the page navigates back to home
page.

Packaging ARCHER-
40580

Installing a large number of reports through packaging causes a
timeout.

Packaging ARCHER-
37747

Installing a package with a large number of application
documents causes the package to fail with a catastrophic error.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
38201

The Progress Status field in Questionnaires is not calculated
based on the active number of questions.
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Component Issue Description

Record Browser ARCHER-
38879

On the Browse page for a leveled-application, if you click the
Document view mode button, the text in the icon incorrectly
displays "Loading 1/2" while the page loads.

Record Page ARCHER-
32282

When processing a History Log field during the saving of a
record, errors occur.

Reports ARCHER-
38213

Users with permissions to deprecated applications are unable to
see reports they previously had permission to view.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37985

When second-level fields are included in reports for leveled-
applications, an error occurs.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
39834

In Advanced Search, filtering on a cross-reference filter
displays a false maximum length message.

Security ARCHER-
40823,

ARCHER-
35326,

ARCHER-
35325

The Pivotal Spring Framework component within RSA Archer
contains the following vulnerabilities:

l CVE-2015-3192

l CVE-2016-9878

l CVE-2015-5211

Note: These vulnerabilities are only applicable when Pivotal
GemFire caching is enabled.

Task-driven
landing screen

ARCHER-
39689

When charts are added to the task-driven landing screen, the
charts are duplicated. When users navigate to different
workspaces and then back to the home page, the chart displays
twice.

User Interface ARCHER-
38899

On an iPad, you cannot scroll in a dashboard or record.

Workflow ARCHER-
35366

Advanced Workflow does not work when FIPS is enabled.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
39571

After clicking Save on the Personalize Workspace Display page,
there is no indication that the content saved.
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Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 4
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
30890

When a change is made to a Layout, the Last Updated date/time
stamp does not reflect the update.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
34857

When editing a record, the Values List Type field description does
not appear.

Application
Builder, Nav
Menu

ARCHER-
29726

In Application Builder, when you attempt to add fields to a
Navigation Menu Filter By link, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do the following:

1. Go to Application Builder > Manage Applications > Business
Processes > Navigation Menu.

2. Deselect By Regulatory Classifications, and click Apply.

3. Remove Regulatory Classifications from the layout.

4. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

5. Add several fields, and click Apply.

6. Add Regulatory Classifications to the layout.

7. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

8. Add the appropriate fields.

9. Click Save.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.
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Component Issue Description

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
35304

When you copy a record in an Advanced Workflow-configured
application that has Advanced Workflow system fields on the
layout, an error occurs when attempting to save. A UI exception
occurs when this action is attempted.

Workaround:

Do one of the following based on your role:

l System Administrators: Move the Advanced Workflow system
fields (Workflow Current Node, Workflow Job Status, Workflow
Process Version) off of the layout.

l Users: Change the value of the Workflow Job Status field to No
Selection before saving.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31646

Standard STIGs cannot be used in data feeds.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Convert the XML format into CSV format and configure the
CSV feed.

l Use a suitable XSLT in data feed configuration to transform the
XML format.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31425

Data feeds sporadically fail due to the following error:

The process cannot access the file.

Data Import ARCHER-
24804

There is no log for the user who last modified a data feed containing
a values list.

Data Import ARCHER-
31813

Screen resolution is inconsistent in the Data Import wizard.

Data Import ARCHER-
32347

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, application fields
do not appear for mapping.

Data Import ARCHER-
32348

After returning to step 1 in the Data Import wizard, the selection for
import type on step 2 is not saved.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.
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Component Issue Description

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle discussion
forum, an error occurs.

Documentation ARCHER-
39671

The Release Notes section of the RSA Archer Business Continuity
and Disaster Recovery 6.2 Use Case Guide incorrectly states that a
previously deprecated workspace was updated.

Workaround:

See the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38730

In "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feed" in the Online
Documentation, Step 6: Define Data Tokens contains incorrect
information.

Workaround:

See "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feeds" in the
Documentation Errata or on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38732

On RSA Link, the link to the "Tour of the UI" video does not work.

Workaround:

See the updated "Tour of New Features" page on RSA Link.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
25010

When a Text Field is configured as a Calculated field containing an
email address that is not delimited as the formula, calculations fail.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24861

Non-ASCII characters are not supported in formulas.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
9883

When creating a new solution, application, or questionnaire in non-
Westernized localized environments, the Description field contains
HTML tags.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
36068

The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use
Case Guide includes an incorrect title.

Workaround:

View and download the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Help System ARCHER-
41035

The Online Documentation Quick Links might fail to load on the
main help page.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.
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Component Issue Description

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Mobile
Applications,
Documentation

ARCHER-
37748

The Business Continuity application does not have documentation
for supported operations systems and SSO.

Workaround:

See Mobile Applications Upgrade in the Documentation Errata.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users can select the same aggregate in the
same field, but the system does not allow this action. A system hint
message that the same option is already selected does not appear.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31222

In Question Text fields, long words are not truncated, which forces
you to scroll right to view the text.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard
to complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear
by hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29248

When saving a search report in Mozilla Firefox, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML
characters do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or single quotation
mark. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

Task-driven
landing screen

ARCHER-
37745

After login, the Create Dashboard page displays instead of the task-
driven landing screen.

Workaround:

1. Go to the Manage Users page.

2. Select the user.

3. Select the task-driven landing screen.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.
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Component Issue Description

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set
in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile page
does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
40682

When an application or questionnaire is copied, the associated
workflow is not copied and applied. The Advanced Workflow must
be re-created from scratch.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 3 Hotfix 1
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 3 Hotfix 1 contains Fixed Issues.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 3 Hotfix 1
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue
Original
Issue
ID

Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
36086

N/A The Delete Application Content job times out.

Master
Report
Listing

ARCHER-
38341

N/A The Master Report Listing page takes longer than
expected to load. In an instance with a large number of
reports, the page takes at least one minute.

Packaging ARCHER-
39070

N/A Installing a large number of reports through packaging
causes a timeout.

Reports ARCHER-
38213

N/A Users with permission to deprecated applications are
unable to see reports.
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Release 6.2 Patch 3
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 3 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 3

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 3

l Documentation Errata

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 3
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Original
Issue ID Description

Access Control ARCHER-
35410

N/A The end-user ability to save their Home page was
previously tied to an edit profile control that allowed
updates to sensitive information, such as email
address. Users can now control their Home page
without the ability to edit sensitive information.

Access
Control, Data
Import

ARCHER-
24910

ARCHCE-
4183

If there are two users with the same first name and
last name when you attempt an import, you cannot
differentiate which user should have permission.

Access
Control, Data
Import

ARCHER-
24934

ARCHCE-
4270

If there is more than one value in the Middle Name
column, an error occurs.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31649

N/A REST API calls using OData fail due to duplicate
GUIDs.

Application
Builder,
Licensing

ARCHER-
36849

N/A Sub-forms are incorrectly set to Development status.

Application
Builder,
Record Page

ARCHER-
30542

N/A Apostrophes are not supported in Email-masked text
fields.

Application
Builder, Data
Driven Events

ARCHER-
35234

ARCHCE-
3824

After editing an existing rule and creating a new rule
from scratch, the new rule contains values from the
last edited rule.
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Component Issue Original
Issue ID Description

Data Feeds ARCHER-
30908

N/A White space between email addresses and field
delimiters are not filtered out when importing Job
Status Notifications. The warning message does not
display the correct list of missing users from Job
Status Notifications.

Data Import ARCHER-
24893

ARCHCE-
2981

If a group name contains an ampersand (&), data
cannot be imported into a manual record permission
field.

Data Import ARCHER-
35285

N/A The Data Import Wizard does not use the locale of the
imported file.

Data Import ARCHER-
34481

N/A You cannot complete a data import using the Data
Import button in the solution menu.

Data Import ARCHER-
33474

N/A Data Import incorrectly identifies and processes
column names containing common phrases (Parent,
Controller, root).

Data Import ARCHER-
32346

N/A On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, the
horizontal scroll bar is missing.

Database,
Install/upgrade,
Workflow

ARCHER-
37000

N/A Workflow Process Translations are missing from
version 6.2.

Install/upgrade/
Packaging

ARCHER-
36970

N/A When upgrading an RSA Archer instance older than
version 6.2, package install logs are removed.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
36812

N/A In the SaaS version of the 6.2 installer, some jobs are
not migrated and errors are not displayed.

Job
Framework,
Jobs

ARCHER-
33752

N/A When there are multiple job engines and a large
amount of CAST jobs in the queue, job queuing and
dequeuing takes significantly longer than expected to
complete.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
35943

N/A Reports cannot be created from the Questionnaire
Master Report Listing page.
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Component Issue Original
Issue ID Description

Packaging ARCHER-
36947

N/A When duplicate Advanced Workflow fields exist and
the record attempts a workflow transition, the record
becomes invalid and cannot be opened by users, used
by Advanced Workflow, or included in a report.

Performance ARCHER-
36800

N/A In the SaaS version of RSA Archer 6.2.0.2, some of
the strings that are expected to be in the
cache/memory were dropped from it unexpectedly and
that subsequently impacted some of the processes in
the system (Dashboards, Workspaces, records, and
Advanced Workflow).

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
36808

N/A Searches for cross-referenced records filtered by
"does not contain No Selection" return no results. All
records with data should be returned using that filter.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
24782

ARCHCE-
3342

Searches for questionnaire, application, and cross-
referenced records filtered by "does not contain No
Selection" return no results. All records with data
should be returned using that filter.

Services ARCHER-
33712

N/A After upgrading RSA Archer to version 6.1 P2, the
Configuration Service log writes the following error
every five seconds:

_The contract name 'IMetadataExchange' could not be
found in the list of contracts implemented by the
service RestService. Add a ServiceMetadataBehavior
to the configuration file or to the ServiceHost directly
to enable support for this contract._

Third Party ARCHER-
30526

N/A When uploading a file attachment, multiple ASP.NET
errors occur in the Windows Event Log.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
33796

N/A When the screen is minimized and then maximized,
the Administrator menu does not display correctly.

View Mode
(Record)

ARCHER-
37416

N/A When drilling into a record from the Global Search
page, record pages sometimes do not load.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
33866

N/A When a large number of workspaces are set to display
by default for all users or required, workspaces cannot
be added or reordered in the Solution Name menu.
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Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 3
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
30890

When a change is made to a Layout, the Last Updated date/time
stamp does not reflect the update.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
34857

When editing a record, the Values List Type field description does
not appear.

Application
Builder, Async
Processes

ARCHER-
14725

Some modules are not successfully deleted.

Application
Builder, Nav
Menu

ARCHER-
29726

In Application Builder, when you attempt to add fields to a
Navigation Menu Filter By link, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do the following:

1. Go to Application Builder > Manage Applications > Business
Processes > Navigation Menu.

2. Deselect By Regulatory Classifications, and click Apply.

3. Remove Regulatory Classifications from the layout.

4. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

5. Add several fields, and click Apply.

6. Add Regulatory Classifications to the layout.

7. In Navigation Menu, go the Regulatory Classifications.

8. Add the appropriate fields.

9. Click Save.
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Component Issue Description

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
35304

When you copy a record in an Advanced Workflow-configured
application that has Advanced Workflow system fields on the
layout, an error occurs when attempting to save. A UI exception
occurs when this action is attempted.

Workaround:

Do one of the following based on your role:

l System Administrators: Move the Advanced Workflow system
fields (Workflow Current Node, Workflow Job Status, Workflow
Process Version) off of the layout.

l Users: Change the value of the Workflow Job Status field to No
Selection before saving.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
32860

Cross-references can lose data if multiple cross-references to the
same application are edited on a tab that contains an MRDC field.

Workaround:

1. Move the All Involved People MRDC field out of the layout.

2. Click Save.

3. Add the cross-reference application to both cross-reference
fields.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31646

STIGs cannot be used in data feeds.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
31425

Data feeds sporadically fail due to the following error:

The process cannot access the file.

Data Import ARCHER-
24804

There is no log for the user who last modified a data feed containing
a values list.

Data Import ARCHER-
31813

Screen resolution is inconsistent in the Data Import wizard.

Data Import ARCHER-
32347

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, application fields
do not appear for mapping.
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Component Issue Description

Data Import ARCHER-
32348

After returning to step 1 in the Data Import wizard, the selection for
import type on step 2 is not saved.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle discussion
forum, an error occurs.

Documentation ARCHER-
39671

The Release Notes section of the RSA Archer Business Continuity
and Disaster Recovery 6.2 Use Case Guide incorrectly states that a
previously deprecated workspace was updated.

Workaround:

See the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38730

In "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feed" in the Online
Documentation, Step 6: Define Data Tokens contains incorrect
information.

Workaround:

See "Adding Standard Database Query Data Feeds" in the
Documentation Errata or on RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
38732

On RSA Link, the link to the "Tour of the UI" video does not work.

Workaround:

See the updated "Tour of New Features" page on RSA Link.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
36926

In the Swedish locale, decimals in numeric calculated fields cause
errors.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
25010

When Email-masked text fields are changed to Calculated fields,
calculations fail.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24861

Non-ASCII characters are not supported in formulas.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
9883

When creating a new solution, application, or questionnaire in non-
Westernized localized environments, the Description field contains
HTML tags.
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Component Issue Description

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
36068

The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use
Case Guide includes an incorrect title.

Workaround:

View and download the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Help System ARCHER-
41035

The Online Documentation Quick Links might fail to load on the
main help page.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Mobile
Applications,
Documentation

ARCHER-
37748

The Business Continuity application does not have documentation
for supported operations systems and SSO.

Workaround:

See Mobile Applications Upgrade in the Documentation Errata.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users can select the same aggregate in the
same field, but the system does not allow this action. A system hint
message that the same option is already selected does not appear.
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Component Issue Description

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31222

In Question Text fields, long words are not truncated, which forces
you to scroll right to view the text.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard
to complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear
by hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31226

You cannot filter search results by record.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29248

When saving a search report in Mozilla Firefox, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML
characters do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or single quotation
mark. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

Task-driven
landing screen

ARCHER-
37745

After login, the Create Dashboard page displays instead of the task-
driven landing screen.

Workaround:

1. Go to the Manage Users page.

2. Select the user.

3. Select the task-driven landing screen.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.
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Component Issue Description

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set
in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile page
does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
35366

Advanced Workflow does not work when FIPS is configured.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 2
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 2 contains the following sections:

l Localization in Release 6.2 Patch 2

l Exporting for Translation in Release 6.2 Patch 2

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 2

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 2

l Documentation Errata

Localization in Release 6.2 Patch 2
RSA Archer 6.2 Patch 2 includes localized versions of RSA Archer 6.2 for the following languages:

l Spanish

l German

l French

l Italian

l Japanese

l Portuguese

l Chinese

Note: The RSA Archer use case documents are available for download on RSA Link.

Important: The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use Case Guide was
updated and is available on RSA Link.
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Exporting for Translation
You can now export and import translation strings in both CSV and ResX formats. The following
table describes each format and its recommended use.

Format Description Recommended Use

ResX ResX export includes resources from the database in the
industry standard ResX format used by professional
translators. This format is difficult for manual
translations.

ResX import does not include an indication of which
values were translated.

Use ResX for full
translations sent to
professional translators.

CSV CSV export includes resources from the database in an
easy to use table format.

CSV import includes a column for the design value and a
column for the translated value to show which values
were translated.

Use CSV for partial
translations or translations
not sent to professional
translators.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 2
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

API ARCHER-
34214

REST API calls using OData take significantly longer than
expected to complete.

Appearance ARCHER-
27955

When the screen resolution on a 15-inch laptop screen is 1366 x
768, the tool icon overlaps text.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
33731

When editing the Finds application and navigating to Layout >
Actions > Apply Conditional Layout, Application Builder crashes.

Application
Builder, Content
Save and Delete

ARCHER-
34441

When a new record is created containing a cross-reference field
to an application with a large number of records, saving takes
significantly longer than expected.

Globalization
and Localization,
Operational Risk
Management
Views

ARCHER-
35576

Operational Risk Management controls display property ID
instead of the field names.
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Component Issue Description

LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
24792

RSA Archer is potentially affected by a low severity vulnerability
in the LDAP sync configuration. Credentials provided in an
LDAP sync configuration connection to Active Directory might
be intercepted when a user accesses the Manage LDAP Sync
page.

Licensing ARCHER-
34210

The number of On-Demand Applications is incorrectly applied to
licenses. When the number of remaining licenses available is 1,
the Production module reverts to Development before all licenses
are applied.

Packaging ARCHER-
24808

An error occurs when updating a notification from Separate
Emails to One Email.

Record Browser ARCHER-
32323

In the Record Browser, the Date field always uses the US
format. Localized formats do not display.

Record Browser ARCHER-
32549

After running an Advanced Search and returning to the leveled-
application Record Browser, records do not display.

Reports ARCHER-
31194

In the German-localized environments, heat map values are
incorrect.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
33871,
ARCHER-
34182

Record searches cannot be filtered by a cross-reference field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
33877

If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text stays black, which
makes the iView harder to read.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 2
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.
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Component Issue Description

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
35304

When you copy a record in an Advanced Workflow-configured
application that has Advanced Workflow system fields on the
layout, an error occurs when attempting to save. A UI exception
occurs when this action is attempted.

Workaround:

Do one of the following based on your role:

l System Administrators: Move the Advanced Workflow system
fields (Workflow Current Node, Workflow Job Status, Workflow
Process Version) off of the layout.

l Users: Change the value of the Workflow Job Status field to No
Selection before saving.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
32860

Cross-references can lose data if multiple cross-references to the
same application are edited on a tab that contains an MRDC field.

Workaround:

1. Move the All Involved People MRDC field out of the layout.

2. Click Save.

3. Add the cross-reference application to both cross-reference
fields.

Data Import ARCHER-
31813

Screen resolution is inconsistent in the Data Import wizard.

Data Import ARCHER-
32346

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, the horizontal
scroll bar is missing.

Data Import ARCHER-
32347

On the second screen in the Data Import wizard, application fields
do not appear for mapping.

Data Import ARCHER-
32348

After returning to step 1 in the Data Import wizard, the selection for
import type on step 2 is not saved.
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Component Issue Description

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31475

After publication, the main application incorrectly uses the second-
level application ID. The second-level application ID incorrectly
uses the main application ID.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

If you click the white space to the right of the forum name in the
Configuration section when adding to a Static Forum-syle discussion
forum, an error occurs.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
36068

The Japanese translation of the RSA Archer 6.2 Third Party Use
Case Guide includes an incorrect title.

Workaround:

View and download the updated use case guide on RSA Link.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
9883

When creating a new solution, application, or questionnaire in non-
Westernized localized environments, the Description field contains
HTML tags.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
34429

In Japanese-localized environments, leveled-applications are not
properly displayed in the Record Browser.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the Tab
key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.
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Component Issue Description

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users can select the same aggregate in the
same field, but the system does not allow this action. A system hint
message that the same option is already selected does not appear.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31222

In Question Text fields, long words are not truncated, which forces
you to scroll right to view the text.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-application
navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard
to complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear by
hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31226

You cannot filter search results by record.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as expected.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29248

When saving a search report in Mozilla Firefox, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML
characters do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or single quotation
mark. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set in
the RSA Archer Control Panel.
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Component Issue Description

User Profile ARCHER-
34916

In Google Chrome, when the screen resolution for a monitor in
vertical or portrait mode is set to 1050 x 1680, the User Profile page
does not display the Phone fields.

Workflow ARCHER-
35366

Advanced Workflow does not work when FIPS is configured.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31089

In the Choose Workspace Icon window, the vertical scroll bar does
not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31265

iViews containing system reports cannot be exported as PDF from
the dashboard.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.2 Patch 1
RSA Archer Release 6.2 Patch 1 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 1

l Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 1

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 1
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
31445

Notifications from a new record in the Appointments application do
not send.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
31853

Tracking IDs that use application-level identifiers do not display the
correct values. System-level identifiers display the correct values.

Data Import ARCHER-
31193

During data import field mapping, fields names longer than 42
characters are not fully displayed.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
29811

Attachments in discussion forums can only be viewed by the
System Administrator and the user who attached the file.

Documentation ARCHER-
31216

"Functions and Operators for Calculated Field Formulas" in the
RSA Archer Online Documentation incorrectly states that if the
Sample Field is empty or null and not populated with the value "0",
the formula returns FALSE.

Documentation ARCHER-
29793

"Rebuilding Search Indexes" in the RSA Archer Control Panel
Help does not correctly state how to rebuild the search index.

Documentation ARCHER-
31330

Step 3 in "Enable Field Encryption for an Instance" in the
RSA Archer Control Panel Help incorrectly lists the section for
enabling field encryption as Data Privacy instead of Field
Encryption.

Documentation ARCHER-
31293

"Configuring an Instance for Single Sign-On" in the RSA Archer
Control Panel Help does not include the Claims Mapping
Information for Federation Single Sign-On table.

Documentation ARCHER-
28289

The RSA Archer RESTful API Guide does not describe the
function of each input field.
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Component Issue Description

Documentation ARCHER-
32636

The RSA Archer RESTful API Guide does not provide information
on carefully reviewing validation input.

Documentation ARCHER-
31456

The RSA Archer Web Services API Guide doe not properly explain
the level of XML escaping needed for the ExecuteSearch
command.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
31337

When a formula is invalid, an exception occurs in the log file. The
interface does not display the issue in the formula.

Install/upgrade,
Services

ARCHER-
31290

If TLS is enabled, errors occur in the configuration file for the RSA
Archer Configuration Service.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
31612

If a username "ACP" exists, the RSA Archer upgrade fails.

Packaging ARCHER-
30919

Filtering does not work if multiple filters are selected and then
cleared in the Package Generation Errors window.

Packaging ARCHER-
31163

Access roles that contain permissions for CAST fields can cause
incorrect package generation warnings.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
21354

Japanese-localized field names that contain a hyphen do not fully
display in Print format.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31200

If the RSA Archer Cache Service is enabled when a new
questionnaire is created, an error occurs.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
22049

When questionnaires are exported to Excel, the question text is not
displayed. The question name and answer are provided.

Record Page ARCHER-
31198

Text copied in View Mode and pasted in a text field in Edit Mode
is not applied after clicking Save.

Record Page ARCHER-
16032

If an engagement is saved before findings generation is complete,
the findings generated after clicking Save are not linked to the
target questionnaire.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31275

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display section, if a user
selects more than 35 fields for a search, not all field names display
in the Selected list. When executing the search, all selected fields
fully display.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31068

If you select the Shading option and then the Color option for
cylindrical charts, the Shading option disappears.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
30943

In Advanced Search, when multiple fields are selected to display,
many fields do not appear.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
30988

If time is not specified when filtering results by the Date field, the
search fails.

UI ARCHER-
29952

The RSA Archer Community uses the incorrect URL for the
"Discuss API Development" link.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31038

In an iView Embedded URL, an error occurs when you click Edit
Workspace Properties.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31190

After zooming in or out in the browser, the iView selection
becomes the default selection.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31245

If the screen resolution is 1440 x 990, the iView Type Selection
page does not function.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31039

If an application name is not selected in the Application section
before saving a new Global Search iView, an error occurs.

Known Issues in Release 6.2 Patch 1
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31272

An error occurs when a user who has Create rights, but not Update
rights, creates a new role, clicks Apply, and then clicks Save. After
Save or Apply is clicked, changes to the role are updates requiring
Update rights.

Workaround:

Click Save when you have finished creating the role.

Access
Control

ARCHER-
31356

When you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new
dashboard does not display until you log in again.
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Component Issue Description

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
29387

End-user pages do not reflect the web.config settings for custom
errors.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
31071

When topics in the database are null, an error occurs on the
Discussion Forum page.

Charts and
Graphs;
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Total and Display Zero
Values display options enabled.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

When adding discussion forums in a Static Forum-style discussion
forum, an error occurs if you click the white space to the right of the
forum name in the Configuration section.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding, and you use a certificate from
a disk, an error occurs.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards and
Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the Tab
key twice to move between some controls.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export; Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users are given the option to select the same
aggregate in the same field, but the system does not allow this
action. A system hint message that the same option is already
selected does not appear.
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Component Issue Description

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
32549

Records in a leveled-application do not display after running an
Advanced Search and returning to the leveled-application Record
Browser.

Workaround:

View records on the Search Results page.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-application
navigation menu, an exception occurs in the log file.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31085

In Advanced Search, in the Sorting section, you can select the same
field for sort more than once, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one of the following to see immediate color changes.

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click into the window and then use the keyboard to
complete the task.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear by
hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31226

You cannot filter search results by record.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31228

In a statistical search, the Find value does not function as expected.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
29248

In Mozilla Firefox, when saving a search report, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.

Search and
Search
Results

ARCHER-
31968

When records contain one or more of the following XML
characters, searches filtered by the field containing XML characters
do not display results.

l Ampersand (&)

l Apostrophe (')

l Greater Than (>)

l Less Than (<)

l Quotes (")

Workaround:

Use escaped XML encoding, as follows.

l Ampersand - &amp;

l Apostrophe/ Single quote - &#39;

l Greater Than - &gt;

l Less Than - &lt;

l Double quotes - &quot;

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or use single
quotation marks. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default System Administrator account uses
(UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set in
the RSA Archer Control Panel.
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Component Issue Description

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

If the Changed From Operator rule is changed, the workflow is not
triggered.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31089

In the Choose Workspace Icon window, the vertical scroll bar does
not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31174

In the iView Type Selection window, there is no option to ungroup
folders.

Workaround:

In the Name column drop-down, select Ungroup by this field.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the Toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31265

iViews containing system reports cannot be exported as a PDF from
the dashboard.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

When you click the Created Links in an iView, an error occurs.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31024

If users do not have access to all solutions in a workspace with
Public access, the workspace cannot be displayed.
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Release 6.2
RSA Archer Release 6.2 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.2

l Known Issues in Release 6.2

Fixed Issues in Release 6.2
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control, Task-
driven landing screen,
Workspaces, Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
27617

When a user who is assigned to a group with a defined
dashboard logs in, the Task-Driven Landing Screen
displays instead of the defined dashboard.

API (Web, Rest, other) ARCHER-
10778

OData Rest API return calls cannot be ordered by
GUID.

API (Web, Rest, other) ARCHER-
10438

Some Rest API calls return the GUID element multiple
times.

API (Web, Rest, other) ARCHER-
20558

Code written against the DeleteSelections RESTful API
breaks.

Appearance ARCHER-
19870

When a user session expires, the following message
appears instead of displaying the login page:

Unable to save session state.

Documentation ARCHER-
26267

In "References in Formulas" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation, the Field references in formulas section
does not display the correct function syntax.

Documentation ARCHER-
28763

The "Define the XML format of the source data" step in
the RSA Archer Online Documentation incorrectly
indicates that you must load a transform for a standard
mail monitor data feed.

Documentation ARCHER-
29059

In "DATEDIF Function" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation, the datetime_unit parameter is
documented as required.
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Component Issue Description

Documentation ARCHER-
29396

The "Assigning Application Owners and Report
Administrators" topic title in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation contains an extra word.

Global Search ARCHER-
20198

Global Search and Record Browser search result values
configured with Search Results By Default in the
following fields display as [object][object]:

l User Group

l Record Permission

l Attachment

l External link

l Cross-reference

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
9779

If you select any localized language during a new
installation of RSA Archer, the first installation screen is
not translated.

Inline Edit, Permissions
Architecture, Record
Browser

ARCHER-
19972

In the Record Browser, Inline Delete is not supported in
leveled applications.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
19651

In upgrades from RSA Archer 5.3.1 or earlier, errors
occur when the installer attempts to delete the
ArcherTech.JobFramework.ConfigurationCaching.exe
file.

Notifications ARCHER-
25707

Email notification header and body do not match due to
encoding inconsistency.

Notifications ARCHER-
29385

DDE Digest notifications do not properly save the
Current Version Only option.

Packaging ARCHER-
23594

When a mail merge template repository file is not
present, a package cannot be generated.

Print and Export ARCHER-
20773

Data cannot be printed or exported from the Record
Browser in applications with names that contain a #
symbol.

Print and Export ARCHER-
27916

In exported Excel, Rich Text, and PDF records, the
Number of occurrences column contains values with
prefixes and suffixes.
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Component Issue Description

Record Browser ARCHER-
14849

In the Record Browser, hierarchical values lists can only
be filtered at the top-level. Filter results return all levels.

Record Browser ARCHER-
20062

In the Record Browser, users with Read and Update
rights do not see the Edit Record button.

Record Browser ARCHER-
20774

The Tab key does not function correctly in multiple
fields.

Record Browser ARCHER-
28208

In the Record Browser, the Date/Time formatting does
not reflect user locale settings.

Record Browser ARCHER-
31054

In the Record Browser, hierarchical values lists can only
be filtered at the top-level. Filter results do return all
levels.

SSL, Documentation ARCHER-
28132

"Modify the web.config file for SSL" in the RSA Archer
Control Panel Help contains incorrect information.

Training and Awareness ARCHER-
25520

When attempting to save a Presentation Event that is set
to not send reminders, an error appears stating that
Reminder Frequency is required.

Workflow ARCHER-
20125

In certain circumstances, the workflow error message
does not appear for users in User Action nodes.

Workflow ARCHER-
21305

On the Advanced Workflow Troubleshooting page, an
error frequently occurs after clicking Job
Troubleshooting.

Workspaces, Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31101

Resizing the report iView does not render properly.

Workspaces, Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
20119

If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text stays
black, which makes the iView harder to read.

Workspaces, Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31171

Videos in personal dashboard iViews block any content
behind them.

Known Issues in Release 6.2
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround or fix is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in
this section, you must have administrative privileges.
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Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31272

An error occurs when a user who has Create rights, but not Update
rights, creates a new role, clicks Apply, and then clicks Save.
After Save or Apply is clicked, changes to the role are updates and
require Update rights.

Workaround:

Click Save when you have completely created the role.

Access Control ARCHER-
31356

If you select a new Default Home Dashboard, the new dashboard
does not display until you log in again.

API (Web,
Rest, other)

ARCHER-
29387

End-user pages that use ExtJS instead of Microsoft Silverlight do
not reflect the web.config settings for custom errors.

API (Web,
Rest, other),
Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
31071

An error occurs when topics in the database are null.

Calc Engine ARCHER-
31337

When you attempt to validate or apply and invalid formula, an
exception can occur in the log file.

Charts and
Graphs,
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, you cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Common ExtJs
components

ARCHER-
31070

On the Workspace Preferences page, filtering by a word that
contains an apostrophe or uses single quotation marks causes an
error.

Workaround:

Do not filter by words that contain an apostrophe or use single
quotation marks. Use double quotation marks when necessary.

Data Import ARCHER-
31193

During data import field mapping, field names longer than 42
characters are not fully displayed.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
30995

When adding discussion forums in a Static Forum-style discussion
forum, an error occurs if you click the white space to the right of
the forum name in the Configuration section.

Documentation ARCHER-
29793

"Rebuilding Search Indexes" in the RSA Archer Control Panel
Help contains incorrect information.
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Component Issue Description

Documentation ARCHER-
31216

"Functions and Operators for Calculated Field Formulas" in the
RSA Archer Online Documentation incorrectly states that if the
Sample Field is not populated with the value "0" if the field is
empty or null, the formula returns FALSE.

Description:

If the Sample Field is empty or null, the formula returns TRUE.

Documentation ARCHER-
31330

Step 3 in "Enable Field Encryption for an Instance" in the
RSA Archer Control Panel Help incorrectly lists the section for
enabling field encryption as Data Privacy instead of Field
Encryption.

Documentation ARCHER-
31396

"Configuring an Instance for Single Sign-On" in the RSA Archer
Control Panel Help includes Step 4: Set the authentication method
for single-sign on. Archer.Tech.Web.ArcherConfigEditor.exe is no
longer supported.

Documentation,
ACP, Help
System

ARCHER-
31293

"Configuring an Instance for Single Sign-On" in the RSA Archer
Control Panel Help does not include the Claims Mapping
Information for Federation Single Sign-On table.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30505

RSA Archer Platform size information is not available on the
Windows Control Panel.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

An error occurs if default HTTP binding exists for the default
website in IIS, you select the option to create HTTPS binding, and
you use a certificate from a disk.

Workaround:

Do one of the following:

l Import the certificate to the certificate store.

l Do not select the install from disk option in the installer.

l Do not create HTTPS binding in IIS before running installer.

Navigation ARCHER-
30122

On end-user pages, users navigating by keyboard must press the
Tab key twice to move between some controls.

Navigation ARCHER-
30366

In Google Chrome, a vertical line appears between Dashboards
and Quick Links in the Solution Name Menu.

Packaging ARCHER-
30021

Package generation does not display errors from applications that
are not directly included in the package.
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Component Issue Description

Packaging ARCHER-
31163

Access roles that contain permissions for cast fields often cause an
error message to incorrectly appear for cast fields in package
generation.

Workaround:

Ignore the error message.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
31040

In exported RTF files, record alignment is incorrect.

Print and
Export, Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
29548

In a statistical search, users are given the option to select the same
aggregate in the same field, but this action is not allowed. A hint
that the same option is already selected does not appear.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31200

An error occurs when you create a new questionnaire.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
30157

When fields are not selected for a new level in a leveled-
application navigation menu, an exception occurs is in the log file.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
31306

Inline edits to the Hierarchy Value List do not display until you
refresh the page.

Record Page ARCHER-
31235

The Expand All option does not expand records.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
29905

In Advanced Search, keyboard accessibility is limited in the
Configure Relationships window.

Workaround:

Use the mouse to click the window and then use the keyboard to
complete the task.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
30915

The Total label from a Display Totals statistical search does not
appear on the results page, but the data does appear.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
30988

If time is not specified when filtering results by the Date field, the
search fails.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31065

In Mozilla Firefox, when setting a different background color of a
legend or plot area, the color of a legend or plot area does not
immediately change.

Workaround:

Do one the of the following to see immediate color changes:

l Use Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

l In Firefox, change the background color and transparency.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31068

If you select the shading option and then the color option for
cylindrical charts, the shading option disappears.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31085

In the Sorting section, users are allowed to select the same field for
sort, but the selection is invalid.

Workaround:

Do not add the same field to the sorting options more than once.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31226

You cannot filter search results by record.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31261

In the Fields to Display section, field information does not appear
by hovering the mouse over the field name.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31275

In the Fields to Display section, if a user selects more than 35
fields for a search, not all field names display in the Selected list.
When executing the search, all selected fields fully display.

UI ARCHER-
29248

In Mozilla Firefox, when saving a search report, values in the
Language field are not fully displayed.

UI ARCHER-
29581

RSA Archer Platform version information is not visible on tablets.

Workaround:

Open the RSA Archer Online Documentation to view version
information.

UI ARCHER-
31305

The buttons are misleading in the warning message that appears
when you modify a page and attempt to exit without saving.

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
30611

The timezone for the default sysadmin account uses (UTC-06:00)
Central Time (US & Canada) instead of the time set in the RSA
Archer Control Panel.
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Component Issue Description

User Admin
and
Preferences

ARCHER-
31072

On the Workspaces Display page, the Name column is sorted in
descending order.

Workflow ARCHER-
31262

The Changed From Operator rule does not trigger the workflow if
the rule changed.

Workflow ARCHER-
31260

The Changed Operator rule does not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a personal dashboard using only the
keyboard.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31038

In an iView Embedded URL, an error occurs when you click Edit
Workspace Properties.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31039

An error occurs when creating a Global Search iView.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31089

In the Choose Workspace Icon window, the vertical scroll bar does
not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31155

On the Add New Personal Dashboard page, the toolbar disappears
when inserting or editing images in the toolbar section.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31190

After zooming in or out in the browser, the iView selection
becomes the default selection.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31245

The iView Type Selection page does not function if the screen
resolution is 1440x990.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31265

iViews containing system reports cannot be exported as PDF from
the dashboard.

Workspaces,
Dashboards
and iViews

ARCHER-
31360

An error occurs when you click the Created Links in an iView.
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Documentation Errata
This section lists errors and updates to the RSA Archer Documentation.

Mobile Applications Upgrade
In Release 6.2 Patch 1, the Assessment and Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery mobile
applications were upgraded and support iOS 10.x.

Important: The Business Continuity Management mobile application does not support Single-Sign
On through Kerberos or Windows Authentication.

Adding Standard Database Query Data Feeds

Step 1: Add a standard data feed

1. Go to the Manage Data Feeds page.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

2. Click Add New and do one of the following:

l To create a new data feed, select Create a new Data Feed from scratch.

l To create a data feed from an existing data feed, click Copy an existing Data Feed and select
a data feed from the Existing Data Feeds list.

3. Click OK.

4. In the General Information section on the General tab, enter the name, alias, and description.

5. From the Target list in the Feed Information section, select the application or questionnaire that
will receive the data from the external data source. If the application is leveled, select the level.

6. From the User Name list, do one of the following:

l Select the appropriate user account that is associated with the data feed.

l Create a new user account by selecting Other and entering the name of the new user account.

7. In the Feed Type field, click Standard.

8. (Optional) In the Notifications section, specify whether to send an email notification when
records are created or updated and when the job status changes.
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Option Description

Send
Notifications

Select whether to have the data feed trigger notification emails when records
are published or updated. If notifications are not enabled in the selected target
application, no notification emails are sent when the data feed runs.

Send Job
Status
Notifications

Select whether to have job status notifications sent to selected users or groups.
You can also select email addresses to receive job status notifications. If
selected, job status notifications are sent showing whether a job succeeded or
failed to run.

9. (Optional) In the Additional Properties section, specify a different locale for your source data
and whether to override the rules of saving a record defined in the application.

Option Description

Locale Specifies the country (language) format of your source data. Different cultures or
countries use different characters when formatting similar data.

Data
Validation

Determines whether RSA Archer performs data validations against the selected
target application when saving a record. Selecting this option bypasses validation
that is based on field definition and configuration (with some exceptions). This
option applies regardless of whether you are targeting a questionnaire or
application.

RSA Archer validates the following items regardless of whether this field is
selected:

l Attachment or image field - Validity of the file.

l Date/Time field - Minimum and maximum system values.

l Text field - Contains valid HTML.

l Field name - Uniqueness.

The required field settings are disregarded if you select to ignore the rules defined
within the target application. However, the unique selection cannot be ignored.

10. Click Apply.

Step 2: Define the transport method

Important: For the data feed to execute successfully, the server responsible for running the data
feed must have the required network access to the database.
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1. Set up a report-based search for an application or questionnaire that contains the source data that
you want to import into another application or questionnaire.

Note: If the data feed uses the Database Query transporter in a multiple server environment, you
must install the data provider on all servers.

2. Go to the Transport tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. In the Name column, click the data feed.

d. Click the Transport tab.

3. From the Transport Method list, select Database Query Transporter.

4. In the Database Configuration section, complete the configuration options.

Option Description

Provider Specifies the data provider based on the type of connection string used.

If Oracle dotConnect is the data provider, you do not need to install the drivers
for Oracle because these drivers are included in the RSA Archer installation. To
determine the connection string for this data provider, go to the following URL:
http://www.devart.com/dotconnect/oracle/docs/Devart.Data.Oracle~
Devart.Data.Oracle.OracleConnection~ConnectionString.html.

Connection
Timeout

Specifies the timeout parameter in seconds to force the feed to fail because of
long-running queries.

Connection
String

Allows the data feed to locate and access the database and retrieve the specified
source data.

User
Name

Specifies the user name for an account that has access to query the database if
one was not inserted as part of the connection string in the previous step.

Password Specifies the password for an account that has access to query the database if
one was not inserted as part of the connection string in the previous step.
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Option Description

Query Specifies the query that you want to execute against the database.

You can also execute a stored procedure by entering it in the Query field. This
field cannot be longer than 4,000 characters.

The following figure shows a stored procedure that you can execute.

Contact your database administrator prior to executing any queries against the
corporate data of your company . If you configure the query string incorrectly,
you may alter the data stored in the database.
Always verify your results by manually running the query directly against the
database first.

5. In the Post-Processing - Local Copy section, determine how the data feed should handle the local
copy of the source data after the integration completes.
To perform post-processing on the source file retrieved, in the Post-Processing - Local Copy
section, determine how the data feed should handle the local copy of the source data when the
integration is complete. In the On Success field, select from the following options.

Option Description

Nothing Does not alter the source file when the data feed successfully completes. If there is
a local copy of the source information, the local copy is deleted.
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Option Description

Rename Saves the source file under a new name when the data feed successfully completes.
In Destination File, specify where the file should be saved and the new name for the
file.

To save the data, the path of the destination file must be accessible to the account
running the Job Engine service.

If you select this option, use filename tokens for specifying the location or name of
the file.

Filename tokens
Filename tokens are available for post processing when you want to save the source
information and specify a location or name for the file. When you select the Rename
option, you can use tokens to generate unique names automatically for the files.

Here are the usable tokens for renaming data files.

Token Token Enables the Data Feed Manager to:

Now Insert a user-defined date format within the new
filename. Possible formats include Now(MM/dd/yyyy)
or Now(MMM-dd-yyyy). See the Microsoft .Net
Framework Developer Center for available custom
date/time formats.

DataFileDirectoryName Update the filename with the directory name, including
the drive, of your file.

DataFileName Insert the original filename, excluding the directory
name and extension.

DataFileExtension Insert the file extension, such as .csv, in the new
filename.

DataFileFullName Insert the fully qualified filename. This data includes
the drive, directory, filename, and extension of the
original file.

For example, if the data file came from the following location,
C:\DataFeed\Source\ESL\processed\ThreatData.csv, files that have been renamed
using tokens would have the following output.

Example 1
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Option Description

Input
Tokens

{DataFileDirectoryName}\success\{DataFileName}_{Now
(MM.dd.yyyy)}.{DataFileExtension}

Output C:\DataFeed\Source\ESL\processed\success\ThreatData_
01.31.2008.csv

Example 2

Input
Tokens

\\DFSRepository\{Now(yyyy)}\{Now(MM)}\{DataFileName}_
success.{DataFileExtension}

Output \\DFSRepository\2008\01\ThreatData_success.csv

In the On Success field, select Nothing or Rename to either remove or save the source file.

l If you selected Nothing, continue to the next step.

l If you selected Rename, enter the location and name of the new file you want to save in the
Destination File field.

6. Click Apply.

Step 3: Define the XML file for the source data

This task applies only to Standard data feed types and to whether you need to transform the XML
structure of the source file.

The Xml File Iterator enables you to import an XML file. You can also manipulate or restructure the
data prior to importing.

1. Go to the Navigation tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Navigation tab.

2. In the Navigation Method list, select Database Query Iterator.

3. In the Xml File Definition section, select Transform.
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4. In the Xml File Definition section toolbar, click Load Transform.

Note: You must load a transform. A default transform is included with the installation. If you
require additional data transformation, you can develop your own XSLT. For more information
on XML formatting guidelines and samples, see the appendix XML Formatting Used in Field
Results and Input in the RSA Archer Web Services API Reference Guide that you can download
from the RSA Archer Community.

5. Do one of the following:

l Select Default to load the out-of-the-box transform file. This option is typically used.

l Select File if you require additional data transformation and want to develop your own XSLT.

6. Click OK.

7. Click Apply.

Step 4: Configure the source data

Use the options on the Source Definition tab to configure the source data to ensure that only the data
you want is included with the data feed. The Source Data tab is available only for Standard data
feed types.

Data options

l Import the data “as is” into RSA Archer or execute modifications and calculations against the
data to convert the incoming data into a format that matches the requirements of the application or
questionnaire it is imported into. Use several advanced options, such as lookup translations and
calculations, to prepare and modify the data to meet your individual business needs.

l Filter data so that only what you want to receive is imported into the target application or
questionnaire. By not defining filters on the Data Filter tab, you instruct Data Feed Manager to
return all records in the data feed. Use operator logic to add filters to include only records
meeting certain criteria in the data feed process.

l Capture tokens of data from the last execution of a data feed that can be used during the next run
to identify which data to retrieve. On the Tokens tab, you can add, edit, or delete token values in
preparation of the next data feed execution.

1. Go to the Source Data tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.
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d. Click the Source Definition tab.

e. Click the Source Data tab.

2. In the Source Field title bar, click Load Fields.

3. Define the Schema Source for retrieving the sample data file and click OK. This file contains
the list of source fields and is dependent on the transport method.

The source for the schema of your data feed depends on which transporter you are using. The
following list identifies and describes the schema sources that are available for each of the out-
of-the-box transporters.

Important: The process of loading a source definition for a data feed times out at five minutes.
You may want to consider using a smaller set of source data when you set up the feed.

Source Description

Execute
Query

Executes the query specified on the Transport tab and detects the source schema
from the resulting record set.

Using this option may trigger actions in the database associated with this query.

Sample
File

Uses a skeleton of your actual source data file. For example, if you are importing
data from a .csv file, the source data file is a .csv file that includes the column
names from your source data. If you are importing data from an .XML file, the
source data file includes the structure of your .XML without the actual field values.

When you select the sample file, the Source Fields section populates with the fields
specified in the sample data file.

For the Archer Web Services Transporter, select a file from an external location
that contains the data in a same format as the report format.

4. In the first line in the Source Fields section, select the appropriate field option for the record
definition.

5. In the Field type list for the remaining source fields, select the application option.

6. Click Apply.

Step 5: Define data filters

Use data filters to limit the number of records retrieved from your source data. If no filters are
defined, the Data Feed Manager returns all records. After a filter has been added, only those records
meeting the defined criteria are included in the data feed. You can combine your data filters through
advanced operator logic to provide additional filters to your data.
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Important: Do not use this option for an Archer-to-Archer data feed. RSA recommends that you
filter the report data instead.

1. Go to the Data Filter tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Source Definition tab.

e. Click the Data Filter tab.

2. In the Sources column, select the source name to which you want to apply a filter.

3. From the Field Name list, select the field name from your data source to which you want to
apply a filter.

4. From the Operator list, select an operator to define which type of filter you want to apply to the
source data.

5. In the Values column, enter a value based on your selection in the Operator column.

6. (Optional) In the Advanced operator logic field, enter the custom operator logic to create custom
operator logic to form relationships between the individual filters.

7. Complete either of the following optional tasks:

l To add an additional data filter, click Add New Filter located in the Data Filter section title
bar.

l To remove a data filter, in the Actions column of the filter you want to remove, click .

8. Click Apply.

Step 6: Define data tokens

1. Go to the Tokens tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Source Definition tab.

e. Click the Tokens tab.

2. (Optional) Click Add New to add an additional token.
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3. In the Value field of the token that you want to modify, enter the updated value.

4. (Optional) Click in the row of the token that you want to remove.

5. Click Apply.

Step 7: Map the source fields to the target fields

1. Go to the Field Map tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Data Map tab.

e. Click the Field Map tab.

2. Map the source field to the applicable application or questionnaire. Do one of the following:

l Click Auto-Populate to map the source fields to application or questionnaire fields. This option
maps fields from the data source to application or questionnaire fields that have the same
name. Auto-populate occurs on level 1 fields only. Additionally, if there is an exact name
match between the source field and the target field, and the field type is one of the following,
the field is not auto-populated: External links, Values list, Sub-form, Related records, Cross
reference, or CAST.

l Drag each source field and drop it next to the application or questionnaire field in the Target
Fields section. For target fields that have a field type of cross-reference, sub-form, or related
records, map the fields expanded under these field types. You cannot directly map to a target
field with any of these field types.

Note: You can drag the left or right border to resize the Source Field column so that it can
display long source field names.

3. (Optional) Do the following to configure the mapped fields:

a. In the Actions column, click .

b. Complete the options for the selected field type.

4. (Optional) Assign a trust level to your source data for a mapped field, enter a value from 0 to 99
in the Trust Level column of the field.

5. (Optional) Do one or more of the following:

l To delete a mapping for a single field, click in the Actions column of the field that you
want to remove.
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l To remove the mappings for all fields, click Clear Target Field Mappings located in the
Target Fields title bar.

6. Click Apply.

Step 8: Define key fields

Note: For some out-of-the-box applications, you may see the following message if you try to
configure key fields for a data feed:

Keys are not configurable for thismodule.

This message appears because the process of configuring key fields happens automatically. In this
case you cannot configure the key fields yourself.

To define key fields, complete the following steps:

1. Go to the Key Field Definition tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Data Map tab.

e. Click the Key Field Definitions tab.

2. In the Reference Field section, select the field that requires a key field definition.

Note: The Reference Field section contains the target application or questionnaire and any
mapped cross-reference, related records, CAST, or sub-form fields that require the creation of a
key field definition.

3. In the Key Field Definitions title bar, click Add New Key.

Note: You can use the Key Field Definitions section to define the unique key identifiers and the
data feed actions during the feed execution.

4. In the Field Name field, select a target application or questionnaire field that uniquely identifies
the record.
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5. (Optional) Assign compound unique identifiers for the record. Do the following:

a. In the Actions column, click .

b. From the Available Fields list, select the fields.

c. Click OK.

6. (Optional) In the Actions column, do one or more of the following:

l Click Add New to add multiple unique identifiers to the key field definition.

l Click in the Actions column to add unique identifiers in a hierarchical structure for sub-
form field types.

Note: After setting the order of key fields, the Data Feed Manager scans the data source file
for matches to each unique identifier in the specified order. When any key field is found as a
match to a field in the target application, the record is considered matched.

7. From the Action list, select the applicable option for the matching criteria for the unique
identifier.

8. Click Apply.

Step 9: Set rules for archiving and updating records

You can use the update and archive options to update existing records, create new records, or both.
In addition, when target records in RSA Archer cannot match records in the external data source,
you can select to modify or delete those records. This option can be useful if you are deferring the
accuracy and current status of your data to the external system. By deleting or modifying records in
the system that are not in your external data source, you ensure that both the external source and the
system are synchronized.

1. Go to the Update/Archive tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Data Map tab.

e. Click the Update/Archive tab.
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2. In the Update Options section, select whether to create or update records in the target
application.

Update configuration options

Option Description

Create Create new records for data found in the source file and not in the target application
or questionnaire.

Update Updates records in the target application or questionnaire when a unique identifier
match exists in the source file. If you are also selecting the Archive Option of
Delete and want to retain existing records, make sure to select the Update option.

3. In the Archive Options section, select what happens when the matching record is not found in the
target application.

Archive configuration options

Option Description

None Does nothing when a matching record is not found.

Delete Deletes records in the target application or questionnaire when a matching record is
not in the source data. If you want to retain existing records, also select the Update
option.

Records are matched by a unique identifier only during the update process. If you
want to retain existing records while archiving the target application, also select
Update in Update Options. If you do not select the Update option, all records in the
target application will be permanently deleted.
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Option Description

Set
Value

Sets a value in a Values List field in a record whenever the external data file does
not contain a matching record.

Use this option to set a Values List to a value that identifies this record as Inactive
or Not Current. For example, a Devices application with a record for a specific
laptop and the external data file does not have a matching record for that laptop. You
can use this option to set a Values List field in the laptop record to the value
Inactive.

When you select this option, you also select the Values List field in the target
application or questionnaire and the value that you want to set in that field.

You cannot set the value in the Values List field of the target leveled application
under the following conditions:

l Level 3 or lower in a leveled application.

l You are modifying the data feed configuration.

In most scenarios, RSA recommends selecting the Set Value option and flagging
these records with a specific value rather than deleting them. For example, you can
add a field to your application called Status and include the values Current and
Archived. If a data feed cannot find a matching record in the data source with a
system record, the system record could be updated to have a value of Archived for
the Status field.

4. Click Apply.

Step 10: Define the data feed schedule

You can set up data feeds to run automatically at regular intervals. This reduces the time and effort
required to import data from an external file. You can initiate data feeds at various times and
configure them to run in regular increments for an indefinite period of time.

To prevent excess server load, schedule data feeds on a staggered basis. You can schedule a
maximum of 10 data feeds to run at a time. If more than 10 data feeds are scheduled, each remaining
data feed executes as the previous one completes.

A reference feed allows you to specify another feed. This indicates to the Data Feed Service that
this feed will start executed as soon as the referenced feed completes successfully.

Important:When you configure an iDefense or DeepSight threat data feed, you need to set specific
parameters to connect the threat feed properly with your RSA Archer instance.
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1. Go to the Schedule tab of the data feed that you want to modify.

a. From the menu bar, click .

b. Under Integration, click Data Feeds.

c. Select the data feed.

d. Click the Schedule tab.

2. Go to the Recurrences section and complete frequency, start and stop times, and time zone.
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Field Description

Frequency Specifies the interval in which the data feed runs, for example, Minutely, Hourly,
Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Reference.

Minutely Runs the data feed by the interval set.

For example, if you specify 45 in the Every list, the data feed
executes every 45 minutes.

Hourly Runs the data feed by the interval set, for example, every hour (1),
every other hour (2) and so forth.

Daily Runs the data feed by the interval set, for example, every day (1),
every other day (2) and, so forth.

Weekly Runs the data feed based on a specified day of the week, for
example, every Monday of the first week (1), every other Monday
(2), and so forth.

Monthly Runs the data feed based on a specified week of the month, for
example, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or Last.

Reference Runs a specified data feed as runs before the current one. This
option indicates to the Data Feed Service that this data feed starts
as soon as the referenced data feed completes successfully.

For example, you can select to have a Threats data feed run
immediately after your Assets data feed finishes. From the
Reference Feed list, select after which existing data feed the
current data feed starts.

A reference data feed will not run when immediately running a data
feed. The Run Data Feed Now option only runs the current data
feed.

Every Specifies the interval of the frequency in which the data feed runs.

Start
Time

Specifies the time the data feed starts running.

Start Date Specifies the date on which the data feed schedule begins.

Time
Zone

Specifies the time zone in of the server that runs the data feed.

3. Click Save.
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